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Ranking Beta Sheet Topologies of Proteins
Rasmus Fonseca∗, Glennie Helles∗ and Pawel Winter∗
Abstract—One of the challenges of protein structure prediction is to identify long-range interactions
between amino acids. To reliably predict such interactions, we enumerate, score and rank all βtopologies (partitions of β-strands into sheets, orderings of strands within sheets and orientations of
paired strands) of a given protein. We show that the
β-topology corresponding to the native structure is,
with high probability, among the top-ranked. Since
full enumeration is very time-consuming, we also suggest a method to deal with proteins with many βstrands.
The results reported in this paper are highly relevant for ab initio protein structure prediction methods based on decoy generation. The top-ranked βtopologies can be used to ﬁnd initial conformations
from which conformational searches can be started.
They can also be used to ﬁlter decoys by removing
those with poorly assembled β-sheets, and ﬁnally they
can be relevant in contact prediction methods.
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Introduction

Predicting the tertiary structure of a protein from its
amino acid sequence alone is known as the protein structure prediction (PSP) problem. It is one of the most important open problems of theoretical molecular biology.
In particular, ab initio PSP (especially needed when a homologous sequence cannot be found in the protein data
bank) poses a signiﬁcant problem. One of the reasons
why ab initio methods struggle is that the conformational space of most protein structure models increases
exponentially with the length of the sequence. The complexity of the PSP problem can be reduced using auxiliary
predictions such as secondary structures [1, 2, 3, 4], contact maps [5, 3, 6], structural alphabets [7, 8] and local
structure predictions [9, 10]. However, all these predictions have a certain level of inaccuracy so they cannot be
used to constrain the conformational space, only to guide
the conformational search.
A β-topology is a partition of β-strands into ordered subsets (each corresponding to a β-sheet) together with the
β-pair information (pairing of strands and their orienta∗ {rfonseca, glennie, pawel}@diku.dk. Univ. of Copenhagen,
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tion) for each β-sheet. The order of β-strands within a
β-sheet combined with the β-pair information is referred
to as the β-sheet topology. If the correct β-topology could
be predicted, it would, for instance, assist PSP methods
to ﬁnd the native structure [11, 12, 13, 14, 15].
One approach to predict the β-topology of a protein,
in the following referred to as the pair scoring method
[16], is to assign a pseudo-energy to every β-pair. The
problem of determining the best β-topology is then
formulated as a maximization problem in a complete
graph where nodes correspond to β-strands and edgeweights correspond to the pseudo-energy of pairing two
strands [12, 16, 17, 18, 15]. Another approach, referred
to as the topology scoring method, is to enumerate all βtopologies, and to assign a score to each based on the entire β-topology [19, 20]. In general, the β-topology with
highest score is assumed to correspond to the correct one
[13]. The topology scoring method has also been used to
ﬁlter decoy sets from Rosetta [19].
Our objective is not to predict the correct topology, but
to generate a small set of β-topologies that will, with high
probability, contain the correct one. We, therefore, enumerate all β-topologies and use the scoring methods from
[16] and [19] to score and rank them. Our experiments
show that for a large percentage of examined proteins,
the correct β-topology can be found among the 10% topranked β-topologies using the pair scoring method (which
outperforms the topology scoring method).
Enumerating all β-topologies is a problem for proteins
with more than 7 β-strands due to combinatorial explosion. For such proteins, a subset of the β-topologies is
enumerated. This subset is guaranteed to contain a βtopology which is consistent with the correct one, meaning that it has no β-pair which does not exist in the correct one. Such β-topologies can be found among the top
10% top-ranked and can also be found for larger proteins.

2

Methods

The following two subsections describe how a set of βtopologies is generated for a given protein, the ﬁrst for
proteins with 7 strands or less and the second for proteins
with more strands. The third subsection describes how
a score is calculated for each β-topology, and ﬁnally the
datasets used in the experiments are described.
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Generating small β-topologies
The secondary structure speciﬁes which amino acids are
classiﬁed as helix, strand or coil. Continuous segments
of strand-classiﬁed amino acids are simply referred to as
strands.

to a β-pair in B (i.e., B respects the native and the native respects B). Figure 1 illustrates how β-topologies
are compared to the native β-topology. For proteins
with more than 7 strands the native-matching topology is
never among the generated, but several native-respecting
β-topologies will still be among them.

If the secondary structure has 7 strands or less, all possible β-topologies can be generated by enumerating all
valid pairings of strands. A valid pairing of strands
is characterized by the following rules: Each strand is
paired with one or two other strands and each pair of
strands is either parallel or anti-parallel. Table 1 shows
how many valid pairings exist in a protein with m strands.
This deﬁnition of a valid pairing corresponds largely to
the deﬁnition of ’overall sheet conﬁguration’ used in [21]
and ’β-sheet topology’ from [16]. It is a representation
of the β-topology that does not specify precisely which
amino acids form hydrogen bonds in two strands, but it
focuses on the overall conﬁguration of the β-pairs in the
protein.
m

2
2

3
20

4
156

5
1744

6
23800

7
373008

Table 1: Number of valid β-topologies.

Generating larger β-topologies
If the secondary structure has 8 strands or more the set
of β-topologies is generated the following way. First, a
subset of six strands is chosen, and the 23800 corresponding β-topologies are added to the set. This process is
repeated for all subsets of 6 strands. A total of
 
m
· 23800
6
β-topologies are therefore enumerated and scored for proteins with m strands. Table 2 shows this value for
m = 8, . . . , 13.
8
666 400

9
1 999 200

10
4 998 000

11
10 995 600

12
21 991 200

13
40 840 800

Table 2: Number of valid β-topologies.
The β-topologies in the ﬁnal set will contain fewer strands
than in the native β-topology. However, it can still be
guaranteed that at least one β-topology will be very similar to the native β-topology.
To clarify how a β-topology is compared to the native,
we introduce the notions of native-respecting and nativematching β-topologies. A β-topology is native-respecting
if each β-pair corresponds to a β-pair in the native. A βtopology, B, is native-matching if it is native-respecting,
and if each β-pair in the native furthermore corresponds
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Figure 1: Five β-topologies for 1I8N.

Scoring β-topologies
Two methods of scoring β-topologies have been examined: The topology scoring method and the pair scoring
method.
The topology scoring method [19], works for proteins with
one β-sheet only. It assigns a probability to each βsheet topology based on the following features: Number
of strands, β-pairs, parallel β-pairs, parallel β-pairs with
short loops (less than 10 amino acids), jumps (sequential strands that do not form β-pairs), jumps with short
loops, the placement of the ﬁrst strand (near the edge or
the center of the sheet) and the helical status of the chain
(either all-beta or alpha-beta).
In order to deal with proteins with more than one β-sheet,
a more elaborate topology scoring function is needed. In
[21], the probabilities of individual β-sheet topologies are
combined with two more features, the number of sheets
and the number of crossings (consecutive β-strands in
diﬀerent β-sheets), to assign a probability to the entire
β-topology.
The pair scoring method [16] uses pseudo-energies between pairs of amino-acids in diﬀerent strands. Neural
networks are used to determine these pseudo-energies.
The total pseudo-energy of a β-pair is calculated by ﬁnding an optimal alignment (either parallel or antiparallel) of the two strands using dynamic programming. The
pseudo-energy of the β-pair is then the sum of pseudoenergies for the resulting amino acid pairs. Since a βtopology can be regarded as a set of β-pairs, we calculate
the score of a β-topology as the average pseudo-energy
of all β-pairs. This ensures that scores of β-topologies
are comparable even when they diﬀer in the number of
β-pairs.
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In [22] a third scoring method which is primarily based on
hydrophobic packing is discussed. This method, however,
is outperformed by both the topology scoring method and
the pair scoring method, so the results are not mentioned
here.

Datasets
To evaluate how good the scoring of β-topologies is, we
generate two datasets. The ﬁrst is made up of all the
chains from PDBSelect25 2009 [23] that contain strands.
This is 3305 out of 4423 chains total (75%). Not all the
required parameters for the topology scoring method are
available in [21], so the dataset is split into a training-set
and a test-set (PDB test-set), of 161 randomly chosen
chains containing between 2 and 7 strands. The trainingset is used to learn the parameters in the topology scoring
method.
A second test-set, the CASP8 test-set, is compiled from
all the CASP8 [24, 25] targets that contain strands. This
test-set has no guarantee to be as diverse as the PDB
test-set, but it gives a good indication of the practical
applicability of our method. At CASP8 there were 119
targets of which 13 contained no strands, so the CASP8
test-set consists of 106 protein chains that all have sheets.
53 of the these have between 2 and 7 strands and the
majority of the rest contains between 8 and 12 strands.
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Results and discussion

The primary tool for analyzing sets of β-topologies is a
rank-plot. The rank-plot for a set of β-topologies shows
the rank of each β-topology (x-axis) and its score (y-axis).
The set is sorted by non-increasing score. The rankplot is therefore a monotonically non-increasing curve
(see Figure 2). The position of the native-matching βtopology is highlighted with a circle and native-respecting
topologies are highlighted with crosses. The average and
median rank of native-matching and native-respecting βtopologies will be the primary tool for reporting results.
Since there can be more than one native-respecting topology, we only consider the highest ranked.

Ranking small β-topologies

Figure 2: The rank-plot for the all β-topologies of the
six-stranded protein 1I8N using the pair scoring method.
The native-matching β-topology has rank 61, and the
ﬁrst native-respecting β-topology has rank 5.
teins (percentage) have the native-matching β-topology
among the top-ranked. The ﬁgure illustrates this for both
the topology scoring method (top) and the pair scoring
method (bottom). Individual curves are generated for
proteins containing the same number of strands. For 80%
of all 6 stranded proteins it is suﬃcient to go through
roughly 2230 of the top-ranked β-topologies when using
the topology scoring method and 232 when using the pair
scoring method. This implies that for a large fraction
of proteins, enumerating just a relatively small number
(hundreds) of β-topologies, results in a set that has a
good chance to contain the native-matching β-topology.
The topology scoring method performs well, and at times
better, compared to the pair scoring method for proteins
with 4 strands or fewer. For proteins with more strands,
however, the pair scoring method signiﬁcantly outperforms the topology scoring method. Therefore, all of the
remaining experiments are performed using the pair scoring method.
Table 3 shows more statistics for the rank of the nativematching β-topology using the pair scoring method.
Strands
Proteins
Avg. NM rank
Median NM rank
Avg. BNR rank
Median BNR rank

2
26
1.08
1
1.08
1

3
33
2.55
2
2.55
2

4
26
4.77
3
1.69
1

5
28
104
49
54.3
13

6
27
213
69
104
7

7
20
8850
905
7534
41

For every protein in the PDB test-set, the secondary
structure is extracted from the PDB ﬁle and then used
to generate a set of β-topologies and the corresponding
rank-plot. For 4 out of the 161 proteins in the PDB
test-set, a native-matching β-topology was not among
the generated β-topologies because one of their strands
paired with more than two other strands.

Table 3: Average and median ranks of native-matching
(NM) and best native-respecting (BNR) β-topologies in
PDB test-set.

The main question when considering the applicability
of enumerating β-topologies is: How many of the topranked β-topologies does one have to consider before the
native-matching is found? Figure 3 shows how many pro-

The native β-topology is among the enumerated for 45%
(53 out of 119) of the proteins at CASP8, assuming the
secondary structure is predicted correctly. Table 4 (top)
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Ranking larger β-topologies
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The ranks of the best native-respecting β-topologies are
typically signiﬁcantly lower than the ranks of the nativerespecting. Furthermore, the median ranks are much
lower than the average ranks, which indicates that for
a majority of proteins the native-respecting β-topology
is among the top-ranked, but for a few, the rank is very
big.
If, for instance, only the 200 highest ranked β-topologies
were considered for each protein in the CASP8 test-set,
then the native-respecting β-topology would be among
these for 50% of the proteins and the native-matching
would be among them for 31%.

4

Figure 3: Percentage of native-matching β-topologies
among the top-ranked potential topologies using the pair
scoring method and the topology scoring method. The xaxis shows the number of top-ranked topologies on a logarithmic scale. The pair scoring method outperforms the
topology scoring method for chains with 5 to 7 strands.

shows statistics for the rank of the native-matching and
native-respecting β-topologies. Comparing these numbers to those for the PDB test-set in Table 3, it is observed that the ranks of the native-matching β-topologies
are higher for the proteins with 6 strands, but notably
lower for those with 5 and 7 strands. By comparing the
median ranks to the total number of valid β-topologies,
shown in Table 1, it is observed that, for a vast majority
of the proteins, the native-matching β-topology is among
the 10% highest ranked potential β-topologies.

Strands
Proteins
Avg. NM rank
Median NM rank
Avg. BNR rank
Median BNR rank
Strands
Proteins
Avg. BNR rank
Median BNR rank

2
2
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
8
11
7628
59

3
4
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
9
2
213
213

4
4
5
2
1.25
1.25
10
7
626
211

5
13
73
28
31
4
11
5
6982
464

6
11
872
149
525
3
12
19
11821
1582

7
16
4240
768
1033
9

Table 4: Average and median ranks of native-matching
(NM) and best native-respecting (BNR) β-topologies in
CASP8 test-set. For proteins with more than 7 strands,
a subset of β-topologies is generated, which is guaranteed
to contain a native-respecting β-topology
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Conclusions and future work

We presented a method to enumerate β-topologies such
that it is guaranteed that a native-respecting β-topology
is always among the generated. Furthermore, for proteins
with 7 strands or less, a native-matching topology is also
guaranteed to be among those generated. The enumerated β-topologies have been scored and ranked using two
diﬀerent scoring methods: The pair scoring method and
the topology scoring method. The pair scoring method
is shown to outperform the topology scoring method. It
is shown that the native-matching β-topology is among
the top 10% highest ranked β-topologies, with nativerespecting topologies frequently found among the very
highest ranked.
There are a number of ways to improve and extend
this work. First of all, a better method for scoring βtopologies could be developed by combining the topology scoring method [19] and the pair scoring method
[16]. Features and concepts from other sources such as
[26, 20, 17, 15] could be used as well. Furthermore, disulphide bindings could be incorporated into the model.
This could signiﬁcantly limit the number of β-topologies
for cysteine-containing proteins.
It is assumed that the secondary structure can be predicted correctly. This assumption does not always hold.
Particularly the placement of strands is important when
enumerating β-topologies. To ensure that at least one βtopology is native-respecting, it should be investigated
how the accuracy of strand predictions could be improved.
Finally, the natural extension of this work is to design
a PSP method that can use the top-ranked β-topologies
to constrain the conformational search and generate high
quality protein structure decoys. [14] presents an interesting approach that, using the entire set of β-topologies
from [19] and inverse kinematics, can generate high quality decoys. Similar methods, using e.g., only the 200 topranked β-topologies, can run longer experiments on each
β-topology and possibly give better results for proteins
with many strands.
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